INSIDE THE PRESIDENTS’ CABINET
The Commander and Chief of All Cooking Shows
A LIVE stage show and dinner associated with its TV appearances
Why did President Kennedy erupt after the luncheon in the White House with Princess Grace
and Prince Ranier? Did he call him Prince Reindeer to his face while dining? Why did
Jefferson steal rice while in Italy despite being warned it was a capital offense punishable by
death? How did Chef Marti get away with putting a needle into President Clinton’s food when
the US Secret Service went insane? Is it right the first Chef to the President was a black man
named Hercules that Washington refused to set free? Who is the only proven lesbian First
Lady and why was she angry about the spoons at one of her first State Dinners? Not only will
you learn the truth, see many hidden histories, but you will get the recipes, and watch them
being prepared on this unique and original “history-making” cooking show.
Former General Manager of the Camp David Resort and Conference Center and a Chef at the White House,
Marti Mongiello, and his wife, Chef Stormy, Curator of The Presidential Culinary Museum, take us on this
entertaining and informative trip through Presidential culinary history. At your live show, they showcase
dinnerware and artifacts from the US Presidential Culinary Museum - while entertaining the audience with
anecdotes and background. In the show featuring President Washington, for instance, after telling the
audience about Washington’s historic chef, Hercules, they prepare two of Washington’s favorites, Beefsteak
Pie and Trifle with Homemade Custard. And this can be one of the dishes offered for guests to eat history, on
the spot! Marti then dispels the myths of the President’s wooden teeth, the throwing of a silver dollar across the
Potomac River and finally, the story of chopping down the cherry tree. He also explains the bookkeeping tricks
engaged in to keep his chef a legal slave in the Quaker state of Pennsylvania.
With Chef Marti and Stormy's extensive background and association working with Presidents Bush, Obama,
Clinton, and Trump in addition to the US Presidential Culinary Museum, they have been known for
mesmerizing audiences in a gripping and show-stopping manner. Their marks are 4.7 worldwide.
The success of Inside the Presidents’ Cabinet is guaranteed by Chef Marti, Stormy, and their team's
impeccable reputation and ongoing association with a sponsorship pool that includes some of the largest and
most recognizable brand names in the hospitality industry. Also, our country’s renewed sense of patriotism, its
insatiable interest in the personal lives of celebrities, and the unique and incomparable knowledge and private
association with the material presented all combine to guarantee success. Marti’s six books can be made
available for a signing and they always recognize one deserving community member, on stage, identified by
your group, with a gold medal from the US Presidential Service Center.
Marti and Stormy are well travelled across the world and entrance audiences with laughter, fear, and jokes.

